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BIBLIOASIS, Canada, 2006. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
Birdsong, wind: here by the ocean every noise was surrounded by silence that reached all the way
to the stars. Monica studied the white shingled building above the slope of green lawn, deep bays
rising two storeys on each side of the front door and the windowed porch. You felt the big rambling
construction must have a memory, old thoughts. Listen, I am the voice of what once was. I am as
real as the beating of your hungry heart. A flash of sun blinded her, a pirouette of the dazzling god.
So begins David Helwig s Saltsea. A lovely, meditative novel, a story about memory, and about how
what once was continues to affect what is and what will be. It is the story of a place, of the family
that used to own it, and the people who have been its caretakers. Saltsea, a hotel on the shores of
Prince Edward Island, where people come for a brief time, their lives intersecting in intimate and
unforeseen ways. The characters of Saltsea are finely drawn, with humour, love and compassion.
Sadness and even tragedy are a constant...
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This type of book is everything and helped me seeking forward and a lot more. We have go through and so i am confident that i will planning to read again
again later on. You will like just how the blogger create this ebook.
-- Lilla  Stehr-- Lilla  Stehr

A top quality ebook as well as the typeface used was interesting to see. It usually fails to charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Isa bell Wiz a  DDS-- Dr . Isa bell Wiz a  DDS
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